Flip Book

2. Select the CROPPING TOOL by clicking on it in the TOOL BOX.

Resources
Flip Book Kit
10 or 30 image animation on file
Photoshop/Photoshop Elements
Colour inkjet printer
Craft knife & cutting mat
PVA Craft glue
Ruler

Part 1: Photography Animation
1. Design and photograph a 10 OR 30 step animation.
See ANMATION Project: www.somewherestudios.com.au/projects

Part 2: Photoshop
1. Open the FIRST image of the animation and ROTATE it if required.
a. File > Open > [Select the FOLDER where your image is located and click OK].
b. Image > Image Rotation > [CW 90° or CCW 90°]. This step is only required if the image 		
has opened facing the wrong direction].
a.						
b.

3. Fill in the required HEIGHT and WIDTH measurement (3cmW X 4.5cmH) at a RESOLUTION of
300 PPI in the OPTIONS BAR to achieve an accurate crop.

4. Move the curser to the image and select the area you want cropped by clicking + dragging on
the image. The position of each crop MUST be the same for every image. Photoshop CS 6 does this
automatically.

6. Select the MOVE TOOL in the TOOL BOX

7. SELECT ALL of the image and then COPY it
a. Select > All [Image should have MARCHING ANTS around it.]
b. Edit > Copy

5. COMMIT to the crop by clicking on the CHECK icon in the OPTIONS BAR. The image should now
change to the size and area cropped and be set to a LANDSCAPE format.

8. Open the FLIP BOOK TEMPLATE in Photoshop
a. File > Open > [Select the FOLDER where the template is located and click OK].

9. PASTE the image onto the template. In the LAYERS PALETTE this will be named LAYER 1.
a. Edit > Paste

11. Open the SECOND image and repeat steps 1. to 10. for the remaing 9 [or 29] images. Ignore step 8 as
the TEMPLATE is already open. The TEMPLATE LAYER can be brought to the front by CLICKING on the
TAB titled FLIP BOOK TEMPLATE.

10. Using the MOVE TOOL, click and drag the image into position at the top of the template onto
position No. 1. Carefully line it into position so the image is sitting exactly in the space outlined and the
WHITE edge is showing on the left. Zoom in using the ZOOM TOOL in the TOOL BOX if need.

PLEASE NOTE: If you are using a 10 image animation then print the same page 3 times BUT the
sequence is as follows:
Images 1 - 10 on PAGE 1 followed by
Images 10 – 1 on PAGE 2 followed by
Images 1 – 10 on PAGE 3.
NB: It helps to LABEL each page after printing: Page 1, 2, 3. and keep the images sequences in
thier separate piles.
12. SAVE the file in it’s LAYERED form as a PHOTOSHOP DOCUMENT [PSD] File. This will enable you to
come back and edit the images incase they are not quite accurate.

13. FLATTEN the layers and SAVE the file onto your computer or USB memory stick.
a. Layer > Flatten Image
b. File > Save As > [Select the FOLDER where you want your Phenakistascope Image to be saved
and click OK]. Make sure you save the final file as a JPEG at the HIGHEST quality.

PART 3 Making the Flip Book
1. Cut out each picture accurately around the outer black line using either craft knife, ruler & cutting
mat or guillotine. DO NOT CUT off the WHITE TAB at the left hand side of each image! These tabs will
be used to glue the book together.

2. Arrange all the images in their correct sequence from 30 at the bottom to 1 at the top.
14. PRINT out the 3 separate pages using Matte Photo Paper and select the PHOTO QUALITY option in
the Printer Settings.
a.File > Print [ Follow the prompts depending on the make of the printer].

3. Put them together in your hands like you’re holding a pack of cards and test flipping them.
Make sure they are in the CORRECT order!

4. Glue the WHITE TABS together STARTING WITH THE LAST IMAGE, [image 30], one at a time using
PVA craft glue placing them on the CLAMP BASE to line them up accurately OR, line them together in
you hands.

7. Allow 1 hour to dry and 12 hours for maximum drying strength.

8. Bind the end with a small piece of material tape.
5. Add glue to the end of the white tabs
9. Flip it and watch the object move!
6. Place pack of images onto the woodend clamp and SCREW down tightly.
PLEASE NOTE: BEWARE OF EXCESS GLUE oozing out as this can cause the images to stick to the clamp.
I put two extram strips of white paper to help avoid teaing or peeling.

